PLUMAS EUREKA COMMUN~TYSERVICES D~STR~CT
200 LUNDY LANE BLAIRSDEN, CALIFORNIA 96103
PHONE: 530-836-1953 FAX: 530-836-2963 TOLL FREE: 877-377-1953
Email -heather.pecsd@gmail.com
Web-www.pecsd.org

August 29,2017

George Low, P.G.
Senior Engineering Geologist
Central Valley Regional Water Quality Control Board
364 Knollcrest Drive, Suite 205
Redding, CA 96002
RE: WOlD: 5SS010842
Mr. Low,
This responds to the April 6 Notice of Violation, Violation Number 1021722 requiring "a detailed
description of proposed improvements to WWTP #7 Lift Station as well as a time schedule for
implementation of proposed improvements to this office for review ..." This correspondence provides
the findings and recommendations from the Districts' contract engineer and the proposed actions and
schedule for addressing the issues at the Lift Station. The actions and schedule will be considered for
approval by the Plumas Eureka Community Services District Board of Directors based on your
acceptance of or recommended changes to the actions and schedule proposed in this letter.
FIND1NGSAND RECOMMENDATIONS
The Plumas Eureka Community Services District retained Farr West Engineering to serve as the
District's Engineer, Farr West inspected, the facility, interviewed the District operators, and provided
findings to the District. The findings are summarized into in three categories; power, alarms, and
pumps. The categories are also presented in order of importance to the operation of the Station.
Power
The standby power was the highest threat to operation of the Station and Plant. The existing diesel
generator does.not start automatically during a power outage which is not ideal with the limited
emergency storage available at the Station. The generator room in the Plant is generally in poor
shape. It was difficult to discern where the power to the Auto Transfer Switch (ATS) was
connected, The utility meter is attached to the side of the generator mom and appears to go directly
into the room, where it is then connected to the ATS and ultimately the generator. The other conduit
exiting the ATS goes to the water treatment plant room where it serves the power and control
panels. The power cables from the Plant to the Station appear to be in good condition and will not
have to be replaced unless future power requirements dictate otherwise.
The recommendations to improve the power supply to the Station and.Plant;
1) Replace the standby generator with a propane fueled unit. Propane is readily available in the
area. The total loads that are served by this generator need to be re-evaluated to determine the
feeder breaker size.
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2) Replace. the ATS_ This unit is old and, cannot he relied upon in the event of an.
emergency. Spare parts may not even be available.
3) If additional controls are desired at the Lift Station, then the panel located at the Station should
be replaced, this could require the power and control conduits coming from the Plant to be
replaced or spliced.
Alarms
The existing telemetry panel is old, outdated, and provides minimal flexibility. To increase
reliability and functionality of the Station, improvements. to the telemetry system. and wet well level,
monitoring is advised. Currently there is only 1 alarm for "high wet well" leveL During the dry
season where there is limited Inflow and Infiltration (1&1),this leaves an 8-10 minute response
time, This assumes both,pumps. are not operating, and the response time is from when the alarm is
sent to overflow. Assuming an inflow rate of20 gallons per minute (gpm), which equates to
approximately 30,000 gallons per day (gpd). These estimations do not account for any storage in the
collection system,
To increase the monitoring and alarm functionality of the Station, the following is recommended:
1) Replace the control. panel, at the Station. til increase the data points available to he tracked and
monitored. The upgrades to the panel would include a contact for a new level transducer inside
the wet well to tighten up the operating levels of the Station, provide additional alarms, and
increase the response time to approximately an hour in the event of both, pumps failing. This
assumes an inflow rate of20 gpm, total pump failure, and no considerations of storage capacity
in the collection system.
2) Install a battery backup alarm that would send an alarm in the event of a power failure and the
levels reaching the high alarm leveL
Improvements and modifications to the telemetry will also provide trending capabilities that will help
the District monitor the Station during normal operations. Trends will show when pumping flow
rates are decreasing, providing an indication that maintenance is required prior to failure.
Pumps
The internal components to the Station are original and in poor condition. The rail system is
questionable, and the surrounding support structure is failing. The pumps have been maintained and
repaired regularly but are original. The wet well is in decent condition for its age with minimal
deterioration. The pumps and Station are adequately sized for the dry season flows
witnessed, However, there are concerns during the winter flows when excessive 1&1is
encountered. The District indicated daily flows in excess of 100,000 gpd have occurred at the Plant,
equating to an average flow rate of 70 gpm. Should one of the two pumps fail during a high winter
flow event (70 gpm), the response time is extended til 2 hours. with, the upgraded telemetry and alarm
set points. In these instances, the pumps are running continuously to keep up with the inflow. The
pumps, station, and force main are not properly sized to operate in this manner.
It is recommended that the internal components of the station be the completely overhauled:
1) Replace the internal components of the Station; pumps, rails, piping, support structures and
access lid. The wet well should be gutted. Patching and sealing the pipe penetrations will
reduce 1&1 into the wet welL New pumps with a reduced minimum level will increase
operational and emergency storage.
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2) The.District have. a standby pump ready to go in the event of a failure, if none currently
exist. Either one to be installed in the wet wei! or a portable pump (aka Trash Pump) that can
be temporarily tied into the force main. The portable option would require a tee, varves, and
utility box.installed. downstream of.the force main.after it has. leftthe Station,
3) Additional efforts should be taken to determine the other source(s) of the 1&1and patch and
seal those
PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS

AND SCHEDULE.

The District will follow the recommendations made by Farr West Engineering and make the
improvements by the dates specified.
L) Replace. the standby generator with.apropane fueled unit. (June 30>-2018)
2) Replace the Auto Transfer Switch. (June 30, 2018)
3) Replace the Control panel at the Station to increase the data points available to be tracked and
monitored. The upgrades to the panel would include a contact for a new level transducer inside
the wet well. (June 30, 2018)
4) Install a battery backup alarm that would send an alarm in the event of a power failure and the
levelsreaching_thehighalarmle.veL
(June. 3Q,2Q18_)
5) Replace the internal components of the Station; pumps, rails, piping, support structures and
access lid. Patch and seal the pipe penetrations into the wet well. The new pumps should be
set, with. a. reduced minimum level to. increase operational. and emergency storage, (June 30,.
2018)
6) Provide a portable standby pump and the infrastructure to install to pump in the wet well. (June
30,1018)
7) Significantly reduce 1&1within the system (November 2020)
If you have questions or concerns, please contact me.

Respectfully,

ohn.Rowden, Interim General Manager
cc.

Frank Shepard, Chair, Plumas Eureka Community Services District
Lucas Tipton, Contract District Engineer, Farr West Engineering, Inc.

